
by Darren Allan, writing for Techradar

The Nvidia GeForce RTX 3080 is a hotly anticipated next-gen graphics card on

the cusp of being launched, but when it’s out, it seems like crypto miners may be

attracted to the raw performance of the RTX 3080 – which could limit supply.

CRYPTO-MINERS COULD FLOCK TO THE NVIDIA
RTX 3080, LEAVING GAMERS OUT IN THE COLD
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The role played by cryptocurrencies in money laundering has been greatly

exaggerated by opponents of the emerging asset class, according to a

new report from the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial

Telecommunication (SWIFT).

MONEY LAUNDERERS USE FIAT, NOT
CRYPTO: REPORT

by Paddy Baker, writing for Coindesk

Mastercard announced Wednesday it had launched a virtual testing environment

that can simulate issuance, distribution and exchange of CBDCs between banks

and financial service providers, as well as end-consumers purchasing everyday

goods and services.

MASTERCARD RELEASES PLATFORM ENABLING
CENTRAL BANKS TO TEST DIGITAL CURRENCIES

by Peter Chawaga, writing
for Bitcoin Magazine

Today, mobile payments

company Square launched

the Cryptocurrency Open

Patent Alliance (COPA), a

non-profit focused on

keeping patents from

becoming barriers to

innovation in the space.

SQUARE
LAUNCHES
CRYPTOCURRENCY
OPEN PATENT
ALLIANCE TO
PROTECT
INNOVATION

by Paul Muir, writing for Asiatimes
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Recent data published by Chainalysis revealed a surprising first place for

Ukraine in the Global Crypto Adoption Index 2020, followed by Russia and

Venezuela. The Index looks at three on-chain metrics: the total value of on-

chain crypto transactions weighted by purchasing power per capita (PPP), the

value of on-chain retail transfers weighted by PPP, and the number of on-

chain crypto deposits weighted by the number of internet users.

UKRAINE, RUSSIA AND VENEZUELA ARE
LEADING THE WORLD IN CRYPTO ADOPTION
by Samuel Haig, writing for Cointelegraph

by Marie Huillet, writing for Cointelegraph

Publicly-listed mining firm Argo Blockchain has published bullish interim

half year results for 2020, despite the recent Bitcoin (BTC) halving and a host

of “challenging conditions.”

UK MINER ARGO REPORTS 280% INCREASE IN
REVENUE DESPITE MAY’S BITCOIN HALVING

by Akshaya Asokan, writing for Bankinfosecurity

TeamTNT, a recently uncovered hacking group, is weaponizing Weave

Scope, a legitimate cloud monitoring tool, to help install cryptominers in

cloud environments, according to reports from Microsoft and Intezer.

HACKERS USE CLOUD MONITORING
TOOL TO INSTALL CRYPTOMINERS

by Kevin Helms, writing for Bitcoin.com

Latin Americans have embraced cryptocurrency as a store of value while

their fiat currencies depreciate, a new report shows. Bitcoin adoption in the

region is further driven by the lack of banking access and remittance needs.

LATIN AMERICANS TURN TO BITCOIN AS
LOCAL FIAT CURRENCIES PLUNGE

by Scott Chipolina, writing
for Decrypt

Food delivery service

Just Eat France has

started accepting Bitcoin

payments for orders

placed from over 15,000

restaurants in the

country. The delivery

service is using Bitpay as

its Bitcoin payment

provider.

JUST EAT NOW
ACCEPTING
BITCOIN
PAYMENTS IN
FRANCE

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

Andrew Poelstra, Tadge

Dryja, Vitalik Buterin and

Patrick McCorry discuss

the technical differences

between Bitcoin and

Ethereum. Listen to it

here.
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